NORTH EAST LONDON
RIDE FOR THEIR LIVES
50KM TRIP ROUND RLH, HOMERTON, WHIPPS,
QUEENS ROMFORD, AND NEWHAM 23/4/22

RIDERS

FIRST RIDE SINCE GLASGOW

ZEE RAWN, CHINTHIKA

WRITTEN BY MARK HAYDEN

PIYASENA, VINCENT
LEE,JENNIFER
MCARTHY,JACQUELINE
GORDON,RACHEL
NAUNTON,KATY
NICHOLSON,ANNA
STARLING,MIKE

Eleven riders gathered at RLH's shiny new (and not yet
open) bike shed on a Saturday in April to ride the
highly variable roads of NEL. For some of us this was a
reunion after riding the 800Km to Glasgow for COP26
in October last year. For some we were meeting for the
first time to continue the mission to ride, chat and act
about air pollution, active travel and creating healthy
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cities. In keeping with the need for diversity we rode
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Bromptons, Road bikes, Hybrids and of course my full
suspension eMTB. While there was lycra on show there
wasn't a MAMIL in site.

A GREAT START
Even before most of us had arrived a
Good Samaritan from the Mile End
climbing wall had appeared out of the
blue on a nice yellow number. He had
found Mike's slightly smashed Fair
Phone on a canal path. It had lain there
since Mike (LCC community cycling
officer) was mugged earlier in the week
and he still sported a nice black eye to
prove it. Such are the dangers of riding
a bike in London its no wonder people
prefer SUV's. By determined detective
work rarely demonstrated by the Met
these days he had worked out that Mike
was joining us for the ride and sped
down to return his phone!

Soon the RFLT1 mob started to arrive.

FIRTS STOP THE
HOMERTON
After a gentle and pretty safe pedal up
to the Homerton were all finding our
pedals and enjoying pretty decent and
safe cycling routes. There were few cars
and lots of cyclists. We managed to
bypass all the nice spots to get coffee
and cake as we were on a mission.
Sadly we didn't have any riders from
here so after a quick photo we moved
on

Next stop was Whipps Cross which is
my local. On the way there we sampled
some excellent Waltham Forest cycling
infrastructure and courteous behaviours
from its drivers that we knew would
probably end when we hit Redbridge.
We also Picked up Anna who works at
Whipps as a neonatologist. We
experienced what an old hospital built
around a road and some car parks looks
like and dreamed of the potential new
version (still retaining the viaduct)
would be like for active travel.

OUT IN THE
(CYCLING) STICKS
After a nice lunch in Valentines
park we cycled the significantly
less safe infrastructure in
Redbridge (3rd worst in London
on the Healthy Streets Scorecard
and second worst in London for
serious injuries to pedestrians and
cyclists) Barking and Dagenham
and Havering.

We wondered if staff used the Helipad
to commute to Queens Romford as it
was certainly not a particularly nice
place to ride a bike to and very
obviously different to inner London and
progressive outer boroughs like
Waltham Forest. This led to some
serious faces outside the Paediatric
Blue Call entrance. On the other hand
Queens Romford was clearly a much
newer building than Whipps cross
although there was a difference of
opinion in the group on the
architecture

ON THE GREENWAY
After some physically safe but
highly polluted cycling along the
A13 we hit the beautiful greenway
that took us all the way to
Stratford. En-route we stopped at
Newham to inspect the Barts
Health patient transport fleet that
included lots of Hybrid and EV's.
these were Veronicas babies and
she was appropriately proud of
them.

We eventually arrived back at the excellent Rinkoff Bakery near RLH for
some high quality carbs. This gave us time to reflect on the quality of the
air, the impediments to active travel and the inequalities in the health of
the city we had ridden in.

THE ROUTE

FOLLOW UP IN THE NEL STAFF NEWSLETTER

CYCLISTS TOUR NORTH
EAST LONDON TO
PROTECT CHILDREN’S
HEALTH
WRITTEN BY REBECCA WATERS

Globally, air pollution kills an
estimated 7 million people a year and
children are worst affected. They are
closer to exhaust fumes, their lungs
and brains are still developing, and
they breathe faster. Poorer children in
urban settings are most exposed,
increasing the impact of social
inequalities.

NEL HCP DEPUTY PROGRAMME

Air pollution is intimately linked to
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climate change, which poses a much
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broader threat to child life and health
through extreme weather, food

On Saturday 23 April nine London

insecurity, infectious diseases, toxicant

Paediatric healthcare workers

exposure and effects on mental health.

(including a Tower Hamlets GP, Whipps

The causes of air pollution are often

Cross Paediatric Consultant and Barts
Health patient transport staff member)
cycled 29 miles around East London
visiting Royal London, Homerton,
Whipps Cross, Queen's and Newham
Hospitals as part of a series of one day
rides for the project ‘Ride for their Lives’.
Ride for Their Lives 2022 took place all

the same as the causes of the climate
emergency – the majority of air
pollution is from burning fossil fuels for
power, transport and industry.
Solutions like renewable energy,
electric mobility, public transport and
active travel can rapidly clean the air,
delivering tangible health benefits to
communities. At the same time they

around the world in the run up to the

lower the CO2 emissions responsible

World Health Assembly in Geneva in

for climate change.

May - the decision-making body of the

If you would like to take part in group

World Health Organisation.

cycling events please contact
nelondon.nelgreenteam@nhs.net

